
Questions? Call us toll free at 1-800-365-1311 or e-mail service@sstack.com.

To assemble, check to ensure that all necessary parts are included. 
Please follow the assembly instructions carefully. !
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
#42407 Easy-Up® Freehand Feeder
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Step 1. Mount top and bottom bracket mounts approximately 81/4” from bottom of top mount
to top of lower mount. Inside distance from top brackets should be 281/2” from another.
Inside distance from bottom mounts should be 291/16” from another.

Step 3. When finished, the bottom rod should rest comfortably on the
bottom of the lower  brackets and the top arm should rest comfortably
at the bottom of the top bracket. Lift the top rod out from within the top
bracket to open hay net and load hay. Re-insert the top arm into the
bracket to close hay net and begin use.
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Watch our “How To” video for further
assembly instructions.

Pro Tip: Before starting on rod assembly,
we recommend the use of screw glue on 
ball cap ends.

Step 2. Screw ball cap onto the left side of 
the shortest rod. Slide rod through top left 
bracket, and then slide the backside
of your hay net top loops onto the rod. 
Continue to slide the rest of the rod 
through the right side bracket. Screw right 
side ball cap on to lock rod into mount.

Attach a top hay net loop on the left and
right side top brackets to prevent hay net 
from gathering in the center of the rods. If
your hay net has a drawstring rope, we
recommend removing it before use.

Using the 2 longer rods, attach the top rod 
to the bottom rod by using the short side 
arm and screw ball caps. Only attach the 
left side first. Slide the top and bottom rods 
through the left side top and bottom
brackets. Do not slide through the right 
side brackets. Next, slide top loops of the 
front side of the hay net on the top rod 
(leave bottom rod empty).   

Pro Tip: leave 1-2 top loops unattached 
on both left and right side of hay net to
allow for the hay net to be opened up 
wider when loading.

Finish assembly by sliding the top and
bottom rods through their corresponding 
brackets. Attach the short side arm with
screw ball caps to lock arms into the 
mounts.
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